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OFF!CiAL USE ONLY 
THE RANGES OF FRAGIvIENTS FROM I HIGH ENERGY FISSION OF URANIUM 

Elwood Moser Douthett 
Radiation Laboratorj and Department of Chemistry 

University of California, Berkele,y, California 

ABSTRACT 

A thin layer of natural uranium, acting as a source of fission 

fragments, was cov~red with a stack of thin aluminum foils and the 

penetration,_i.~.,!ange, of the fragments was determined by chemi

cal separation of certain isotopes from the foils. 1~en fission was 

induced by 18 mev deuterons, the experimental error was too large for 

the determination of a difference from the ranges measUl'ed by other 

workers using slow neutrons. When fission was induced by 335 mev pro-

tons, an improved experimental arrangement made it possible to deter-

mine that the fragment ranges were about four to five percent shorter 

than those associated with slow neutron fission. The observed differ-

ence in range corresponds to an average of some six to eight mev 

difference in the kinetic_energy of the individual fragments, and 

_ can be explained by the evaporation of either four protons or 

20 neutrons from the compound nucleuso A compromise involving the 

evaporation of 2 protons and 12 neutrons seems most plausible. 

-3-



THE RANGES OF FRAGMENTS FROM HIGH ENERGY FISSION OF URANIUM 

Elwood Moser Douthet .. t 
Ra.di~tion Laboratory and Department of Ohemistry 

Uni'u'ersity of California~ Berkeley, Ca~i.fornia 

Chapter 10 INTRODUCTION 

The ranges associated with the fission fragments from slow neu-

tron fission have been studied by a number of experimenters. This work 

is adequately reviewed by Katcoff 9 Miskel, and Stanleyl who themselves 

have made an extensive study of the ranges of the fission fragments pro-

duced by slow neutrons on plutonium. The characteristics of this range 

study hffilB been found to be consistent with the kinetic energy distribu-

tion of the fission fragments as determined by ionization chamber measure

ments.2 In the field of high energy fission, Jungerman and Wright} have 

obseriJ'ed that the mean kinetic energy of the fissiGm fragments produced 

from U235 by 90 mev neutrons. is some five mev higher t.han that associated 

with slow neut.ron fission. The nature of this kinetic energy dependence 

upon the excitation energy is important for the understanding of the fission 

process. The 90 mev neutron source mentioned above was of mixed energies~ 

having a width at half maximum of. some 26 mevo 
I 

The observed difference 

in the kinetic energy of the fragments could9 for example~ be the effect 
I 

of larger differences induced by the more energetic portion of the neutron 

beam9 averaged with small differences induced by the less energeti'~ por

tion" Or for that matter, from present knowledge the opposite might be 

nearer the truth. Monoenergetic beams are more suitable for such an in-

ves'tigation9 but such particle sources of convenient intensities for this 

purpose are at present associated with charged particles. These in turn 

present 'background difficulties for ionization chamber studies. 

Ran.ge measurements therefore present a suitable possibility for such 

investigations and the present work was undertaken to test their appliGa-

bilityo 

=4= 
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Chapter II. 60=INCH CYCLOTRON EXPERD1ENTS 

Io EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A. General Consideratio~ 

The cross section for fission induced by higher a~ergy particles 

is several hundred times smaller than that induced by slow neutrons. 

An important .consideration therefore, in making range measurements, 

is that of obtaining enough activity with which to conveniently work. 

From this consideration9 the method employed by Joliot;4 Suzot ;5 and 

Finkle, Hoaglan.d, Katcoff, and s~~arman;6 for range studies with slow 

neutron fission. a.ppeared most suitable for the case at hand. This 

method employs a thin layer of uranium.~ acting as a source of fission 

fragments, covered with .a stack of thin aluminum foils to act as a 

stopping mediuma (See Figure la) Upon irradiation with fission 

inducing particles, half of the fission recoils will enter the stack 

of aluminum foils, and those with a given range R leaving any one point 

on the source will be deposited on a hemispherical surface of radius R. 

A foil of thickness t in the stack will then contain recoils deposited 

on a segment of the sphere, and since the sphere segment has an area 

of 2 nRt, the activity from a given recoil fragment of range R in 

the foil will be proportional to the thickness of that foiL This 

will be true for each foil out to a distance from the source equal to 

the range. It follows that the same will be true for all points over 

the source if the source is spread out over a finite area, and as 

long as the absorbers completely cover the source~ the total activity 

of a given fission product from all points over the source will be 
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proportional to the foil thickness e 

A plot of this activity per unit thickness of foil against its 

distance from the source wi11 yield a typical range curve, horizon-

tal over the greater portion and which then falls off to zero e The 

shape of the curve, io~o, the steepness of its slope as it falls to 

zero, \a11 be dependent upon the straggling and upon the thickness of 

the sourceo Other factors, such as the uniformity of the source thick-

ness can also affect the shape of this portion of the curve. 

In the above mentioned investigations with slow neutrons, it 

i~S possible to a greater extent to use very thin sources and hence 

keep corrections for source thickness at a minimum. This was not con-

venient for the present case since the resulting activities would be 

uncomfortably lowe Thicker sources were used with the anticipation 

that some sacrifice in accuracy would be realized. The same considera-

tion led to the selection of the 60" cyclotron at Berkeley as a part i-

cle source e The deuteron beam intensity approximating 20 microamperes 

made the experiment feasible, although the energy of 18 mev was not as 

high as could be desired o 

B 0 Source Preparation 

The sources used were prepared b,y sputtering natural uranium 

onto a two mil aluminum sheeto7 The alum~num sheet, cut to the de

sired shape for target mounting, was masked by a thin bronze masking 

plate during the sputtering process so as to accurately define the 

source area o The sputtering was accomplished in a low pressure argon 

atmosphere with an applied potential of 1500 volts. The discharge 
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. current was maintained at approximately 10 to 15 milliamperes by 

adjusting the amount of argon bled into the system. The source 

thickness was determined by weighing the cleaned aluminum sheet before 

and after the sputtering process. It should be pointed out that it 

was necessary once or twice to stop the sputtering process and wei.gh 

the aluminum in order to determine the amount of progress made. During 

these intervals and after completion of the.sputtering process, the 

uranium was in contact with the air and some U02 undoubtedly formed o 

It must therefore be considered that each source did contain unspeci-

fi~ amounts of the oxideo No gain in weight was ever noticed after 

the final weighing at the completion of the sputtering process, Sl-

though none was expected since an initial oxide coati.ng would rapidly 

form and then serve to protect the remainder from future oxidation. 

The sputtering process as employed can usually be depended upon 

:.to give quite uniform 'thickness. However, when very thin coatings 

approaching transparency were prepared, color variation in the form 

of ~nterf~rence lines running peripherally around the area. were visi-

ble, which were interpreted to indicate that there was tendency toward. 

gr~ater thickness at the center. It is conceivable that the bronze 

'masking plate may have distorted the electric field to some degree and 
,~, . 

caused this result. The measured source thickness, then, must be con-

s:@ered as an average thickness, since the thickness varied someWhat 

f~om uniformity. 

Co The Target Assembly (See Figure 2) 

Twenty-five aluminum foils, approximately 0 0 2 mg/cm2 thick, were 

as~~bled over the uranium area, each being placed between two spacers 
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which served to separate the foils from each other and from the source .. 

The foils used were a commercial grade of hammered aluminum, purchased. 

in sheets 5 1/41t x 5 1/4" with a thickness close to 0 .. 2 mg/cm2" The 

spacers were made from tvlO mil· altuninum sheets.. A large hole in the 

center of each spacer was made sufficiently larger than the source 

area so that none of the spacers could intercept the fission recoils, 

except of course, the one spacer adjacent to the source. This arrange

ment was sandvdched between two 1/8" aluminum end plates of substan-

tially the same geometrical .shape as the spacers. The assembly was 

held in place and aligned by four machine screws, applied through pro

vided holes in the end plates, frames~ and source, and into threaded 

holes in a circular aluminum base plate 4 1/4 n in diameter.. Spacing 

between the base plate and the adjacent end plate was provided qy small 

brass washers.. The base plate was adapted to fit the port in the air-

lock of the cyclotron tank .. 

Since the target assembly was to be mounted inside the cyclotron 

tank 9 vents were provided so that air between the foils would not be 

trapped and hence rupture the foils when the target was left dovm to 

tank pressure. Each spacer was provided with two· slots, one on each 

side of the center hole~ 1~ich lined up with holes in the end plates. 

After the target assembly was complete, a wire was passed through these 

. holes 9 piercing the foils so that the air between them could escape .. 

The target was mounted in the cyclotron so that the beam passed 

through the altmJinum backing of the source, then through the uranium. 

source, and then through the foils into the backing plate. The foil 

stack stopped very little of the beam so that overheating was not a. 
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problem. The aluminum backing plate was water cooled during bombard-

mente 

D. Procedure for the First Bombardment 

Tvro bombardments were accomplished with this apparatus at the 

Crocker 60-inch cyclotron. 

The first bombardment was preliminary in scope and intended to 

test the applicability of the method. The sot~ce used had a thickness 

of 0 0 88 mg/cm2 • Ten full sized aluminum foil sheets (5 1/411 x 5 1/4") 

l'fere weighed and thei.r areas measured on an illuminated frosted glass 

plate under a sheet of graph paper. The average thickness of these 

ten sheets l'faS 0 0 195 mg/cm2 and for this preliminary run this was con-

sidered to be representati.ve of the. foils used. The assembled target 

was bombarded with full energy deuterons (18 mev) for approximately 

60 microampere hourso 

The target was then disassembled and the foils carefully re-

moved, placed into individual test tubes, dissolved in 6 N BCl and 
. -

diluted to 15 cc. Aliquots were dr~wn from each test tube and analyzed 

by carrier chemical methods for the 9.7 hour Sr9l and the 12 0 8 day Ba140• 

Duplicate samples were run for each activity from each foil. The chemi

cal procedures used were those reported by Newton. 8 Each sample was 

then counted and the decay curve followed over one half-life (four or 

five activity measurements. were take~ per sample). No chemical yields 

were measured but the activity levels read from the decay curves at 
\ 

some chosen reference time gave an approximate indication of· the relative 

amounts of activity in eachfoilo 
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Eo Procedure for the Second Bombardment 

The first bombardment ,-JaS qualitative in nature and the results 

,in4icated no serious limitations to the method employed. A second 

'experiment utilizing quantitative methods was justified. 

A series of thickness measurements were conducted H'ith the 

aluminum foils & The thickness "JaS measured as before, by weighing 
'-

the foils on a chemical balance and by measuring the dL"1lensions on an 

illuminated viewing plate under a sheet of graph paper. . A shr,in.1cage 

correction was applied to the graph paper. Twenty~one Itwhole" foils 

(!o~o, 5 114ft x 5 114ft) were measured and gave the following figures: 

mean thickness = 0.1964 mg/am2 

average deviation from mean = 0 0 0027 mg/cm2 

maximum deviation from mean ~ 000072mg/cm2 • 

One foil with a deviation of +0.0236 was excluded in determining the 

above figures. Twenty fthalf" foils (cut to approximately 5 1/4" x 2 5/S") 

g~ve the follo\.n.ng: 

mean thickness = 0.1937 mg/cm2 

average deviation from mean ~ 0 0 0043 mg/cm2 

maximum deviation from mean "" 0 00142 rog/crrf.. 

Three foils 1'Tere then chosen from the group of "whole" foils using the 

criterion that there were no holes 'visible while on the illuminated 

vie • .n.ng plate, and that they were of nearly equal thickness. These 

were then cut into quarters and measured again. The average thickness 

of the three chosen "whole" foils was 0 01944 mg/ crm2 with' an average 

deviation of 0~0008 mg/cm2~ and if the foils were of consistent uni ... 

formity, one would expect these same figures to represent the group of 
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twelve "quart.er" foils~ The group of twelve "quarter" foils, however, 

gave the following data: 

mean thickness ~ 0 0 1943 mg/cm2 

average deviation from mean = 0.0055 mg/cm2 

maximum deviation from mean ~ 0.0083 mg/cmf. 

The above indicates that the foils were not of uniform thickness, it 

being apparent that the deviation from the mean thickness increased 

w.hen the foils were cut to smaller size. 

The twelve tlquarterlt foils were selected for mounting in the 

target. The remaining 13 foils were selected from the group of "halfil 

foils. The "half" foils selected were those Which deviated least from 

the mean of the group~ provided there were no visible holes over the 

illuminated viewing plate 0 Each of the "half" foils was cut into three 

pieces .for mounting in the target. 

The target was assembled using a source with a thickness of 

1 .. 101 mg/mrf. and bombarded with 18 mev deuterons for 60 microampere 

hours. The target was then disassembled, the foils removed and dissolved 

as before. 

Enough aliquots were withdrawn from each dissolved froil to 

provide for duplicate samples for chemical analysis for 10 day 3n125, 

12.8 day BaJ4O, and 54 day 81'89; i.~o, 150 samples in all .. 

The finished samples were mounted on aluminum plate holders 

50 mils thick so that variation i.n counting geometry 'Would be held 

to a minimum.. The decay curves were plotted from the activity data, 

and the activity was read from the smooth decay curves at some reference 

time and corrected for chemical yield for comparative purposes. 
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IIo ElPERIMENrAL RESULTS 

A .. first Bombardment 

The decay curves plotted from the activities measured over one 

half-life 1 showed the observed values for the half-lives were in agre~ 

ment with the known half=lives of the activities analyzed for. In the 

case of Bal40 ~ the La140 daughter was allowed to grow in before the 

cOllnting flas beguno Straight lines weI'e dral.-ffi through the points and 

an intermediate time selected for each set of curves to read the 

activity valueso The values so read are listed in Table I, along 

with the averages of the two samples for each foil. 

It should be mentioned that four sample pairs were omitted in 

the Sr 91 fraction because the short half-life of 9 .. 7 hours limited 

the time available for chemistry 0 

Figure 3 shows the two histograms with the smooth range curves 

drawn through the midpoints.. The mean and extrapolated values for 

range can be read from these curves in terms of the number of foils. 

On the basis that the average thickness of 0 0 195 mg/cm2 is re-

presentative of the foils used, the ranges were calculated to be: 

Mean Range Extrapolated Range 
No o of MgAl No. of MgAJ. 

Component Foils cm2 Foils cm2 

Sr9l 20 .. 5 4 .. 00 22 .. 3 4 .. 35 

Ba140 14 .. 6 2 0 84 16 0 5 3.22 

Corrections for source thickness will be considered 1atero 
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Table 1 

',., 

Sr91 
Sr91 Activity 

Ba140 Ba140 Read Average 
~ .. \ From Activity of Activity Average Activity 

Sample Curves Sample 'Pair Read From of Sample Pair 
No .. (elM) (elM) eurves (ejM) (ejM) 

1=1 2110 2110 2400 2340 1-2 2110 2280 

2-1 omitted (2280)* 252@: 2460 2-2 2400 

3-1 2370 2320 2990 2990 
3-2 ~270 2990 

4-1 omitted (2280) 3160 3160 4=2 3160 

5-1 2300 2300 2700 2860 
,~. 5-2 2300 3020 

. ; .. ' 6=1 omitted (2280) 2900 2900 i.,;. 6=2 2900 

7-1 2250 
2325 

3010 
3140 7-2 2400 3270 

8-1 omitted {2280) 3360 3180 8-2 3000 

9=1 2220 
2245 

3010 
2890 g·=2 2270 2770 

10=1 2290 
2355 

3180 
3200 J,.()""2 2420 3220 

11=1 (lost) 2500 (lost) 3260 11-2 2500 3260 

12-1 2050 2100 2910 
2910 .:i, 

12-2 2150 2910 

1\ 13-1 2060 2400 2450 .. 2110 13-2 2160 2500 

14-1 f 2620 
2520 2500 2460, 14~2 2420 2420 
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Table 1 (continued) 
Sr91 
Activ'ity S1'91 

140 Ba140 Read Average Ba 
From Activ1ty of Activity Average Activity 

Sample Curves Sample Pair Read From of Sample Pair 
[~o 0 (c/N) (C/M) Curves (cIM) (elM) 

15-1 2200 2290 1600 1600 ·····15-2 2380 1600 

16-1 2220 850 
850 16-2 2210 2215 850 

1'1~1 2030 2140 4,50 
465 17-2 2?-50 480 

18-1 2330 2360 170 170 18-2 2390 170 

19-1 2080 
2120 40 

40 19-2 2160 40 

20=1 1780 1780 6 
7 2()"'2 1780 7 

21,-1 1120 1120 0 0 21-2 1120 0 

22-1 570 
545 

3038 c/m ::0 average 
22-2 520 . through 14th foil. 

23-1 183 183 23-2 183 

?4~1 91 
86 ?.4-2 81 

25-1 20 
19 25-2 it;:): 

• .t..\"') 

2280 elm = average through 18th foi1o 

*Values in. parentheses were not determined o The average is used 
instead. 
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No serious limitation to the method was apparent from the results 

of the experiment. There is considerable scattering of the points 

which is not surprising since the activities are not corrected for 

chemical yield~ although later results show that variations in foil 

thickness is also responsible for much of this scattering. The 

error is difficult to estimate from the data shown,· since the true 

amount of scattering of the points over the critical part of the 

range curve (that portion which drops toward zero activity) cannot 

beest1mated, and the shape chosen for the curve is arbitrary to some 

extent. 

B 0 Second Bombardment 

The counting was accomplished with an end windowed, argon-

chlorine filled tube. Every sample of a particular chemical set was 

mounted in the same manner and counted with identical counter geometry. 

Insofar as was expedient~ the same counter was used for a complete set 

of samples, and in cases where this was not done,corrections were 

made by comparing the counting rates of a constant counting standard 0 

The standard vas always counted in any event so that corrections could 

be made for "shifts" in the counter sensitivity 0 Although all samples 

were not, in general, of the same weight, and varied in the neighborhood 

of 10 percent~ variations L~ co"anting rate due to self absorption and 

self scattering were considered to be negligible because the radiations 

of those isotopes sought were hard. Any real differences that existed 

because of this assumption will appear in the differences between the 

specific activity of the identical pairs, and this difference is included 
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in the errors 0 Sin(~e the chemical yields were determined during the 

chemistry, and since identical amounts of carrier vTere used,the spec i-

fic activity of each sample~ 1e~o~ counts per minute per milligram of 

sample, gives a true indication of the relative number of recoils 

stopped in each foil. This is sufficient data for the determination 

of the range. 

The decay curves shm'led the observed half-lives to be in agreement 

wi th the knovin values. In the case of Ba14.O, t,he La140 daughter 

grol~h ~ms clearly indicatedo The tin curves showed to be made up 

of three components, the end of the 2705 hour Sn121 decay being clearly 

'visible at the beginning, and the 10 hour Sn125 component* being pre

dominant over most of the curve. Estimates showed that the 130 day Sn123 

activity uas present to an extent of 29 percent at the last pointo 

The tin curves were not resolved in the complete senseD The points 

after 27.5 hour activit! had reached a low level were extrapolated 

back to a time 123 hours after bombardment and the activity read from 

the curve at this time" This time ,..ras chosen as a compromise. The 

activity level of the 130 day at this point is near 8 percent, but the 

extrapolation necessary was not extensive enough to cause much error. 

The activity levels for the Ba140 ruld Sr89 samples at the 1"efe1"-

ence times could be read directly from the decay curves o It sho-::il.d 

be mentioned that two of the tin curves showed the presence of some 

*Nei~on and McDonel19 report 905 days for th:i.s half.:..life, but 

with the yields as they are, the 9.5 day and the 130 day activities 

combined approximate closely a ten day line. 
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contaminating activity)) the cause of which is not known. These points 

irere excluded from the data. 

The activity read from each curve was divided by the sample 

weight and by the measured foil thickness 9 ,and recorded in Table 2 as 

the specific activity per unit thickness of foil e The values obtained 

for each sample pair were averaged and. the difference bet,-reenthem was 

recorded as the percent deviation from the mean. The average values of 

the specific activity per unit foil thickness are shoi~ plotted in 

Figure 4 for the three cases 0 The following range values were read 

from these curves directly in mg Al/cm2 : 

Component 

Sr89 (54 day) 

Sn125(lO day) 

Ba140(128 day) 

Uncorrected Mean Range 
-----------------

3 0 61 mg All crro.2 

2 .. 81 

2 .. 60 

IT 

1I 

Extrapolated Rang~_ 

3092 mg Al/cm2 

If 

n 

====================---="=======-============= 
These range values are smaller than those obtained from th'e first bom-

barronent by some nine percent. The scattering of the points over the 

range curves would indicate that these values are no more accurate. 

The observed deviation beti~een the sample pairs has been averaged tor 

each of the three cases and is shown at the bottom of Table 2.' These 

are of the order of two percent and represent the combined errors of 

chemistry, statistical counting errors~ counting geometry'differences, 

differences in back scattering and self~absorptiort, etc o The observed 

size of such errors makes it most unlikely that they can account for all 

of the observed deviations of the points from the cu~es. The de,~ations 

from the range curves show a remarkable consistency with respect to the 

foil number, and'lead one to suspect that the measured foil thickness 

is in error. 
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Table 2 
... -~~---. 

10 daySll~_ ~ ___ If..8 day B,a 140 54 day: srB9 

Speoific Specific Specifio 
Foil Activity rroserved Activity Observed Activity Observed 

Foil' Mid Per Unit Dev~.otion Per Uni t. Deviation Per Unit Deviation 
Sample Thickness Point Thiclmess From Mean. ThickJaess From :Mean Thickness From Mean 
No. ng Al/cm2 

fig Al/cm2 of Foil Average % of Foil Average % of Foil Average % 
1-1 L:>st 124~0 Lost 
1-2 .1908 .0954 Lost 123 0 8 123.9 0.1 30.4 

300 4 

2-1 
.1956 

L:>st 152.3 35~8 
35 04 1 .. 1 

~-2 
• ""u(;;o Lost 15902 155 .. 8 202 35.0 

3-1 524 167~3 34~2 
34,,6 

3-2 .1956 .484 500 512 203 
163~0 165 .. 2 1 .. 3 35.0 1 .. 2 

4-1 410 127~8 
132.5 

30.1 29.,,55 10 9 .1922 .678 417 1 .. 7 1370 2 
3.6 ! 

4-2 424 29.0 Ii) 
I 

5~1 
.. 1922 .870 

504 141~5 34~1 

5-2 467 486 3 .. 9 15607 149.1 5.1 33.3 33.7 1 .. 2 

6-1 
1.063 

418 120 .. 8 30.6 
6-2 

.1922 416 417 0.2 130.4 12506 3.8 30.4 3005 0.3 

7-1 .:)63 145~0 3104 
7-2 .1950 1.256 463 463 0.0 150.0 147.5 1.7 32.3 31.85 1.4 

8-1 429 136.0 28.8 
8-2 .1950 1.451 433 431 0.5 146.2 

141.1 3.6 31.5 30.15 4.5 
.. ~. 

9-1 416 130.7 28~7 

9-2 .. 1944 1.646 416 416 0.0 135.1 132.9 1.7 27.8 28025 1 .. 6 

10-1 
10-2 .1944 1.840 

497 
499 498 0.2 

156.6 32.4 
0.6 15702 156.9 0 .. 2 32.8 32.6 

11-1 380 120.8 .1944 2.035 383 0.8 120.6 0.2 28~4 27.65 2.7 11-2 386 120.4 26.9 
--~ 
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Table 2 ( con tinued) 

10 day Snl25 ___ 12.8 day B~l40 ~24' ~i..:;,'S;:;r_89~=~_ .~ __ 
Specific Specific Specific 

Foil Activity Observed Act.iVity Observed Activity Obs6T'iTed 
Foil Mid Per Unit Deviation Per UnIt D9Via.tion Per Unit Deviation 

SaIDple ThickI>..es~ Point Thickness From 'Mean ThlclOless From Mean Thlc..1mess From Mean 
No. IIB A1Lcm' ~ of Fol!, Average ;g~= 9' Jfqi~.~2ver~ % 0f..!~ Aver~_% 
12-1 
12-2 

13-1 
13-2 

14-1 
14-2 

15-1 
15-2 

16-1 
16-2 

17-1 
17-2 

18-1 
18-2 

19-1 
19-2 

20-1 
20-2 

21-1 
21-2 

22-1 
22-2 

01939 

,1939 

0 1960 

.1980 

0 1880 

.1990 

.1980 

.2020 

.1900 

.1877 

2.229 

2.423 

2 0 618 

2.815 . 

3 0 008 

3.201 

3 .. 400 

'3.600 

3.796 

3.0984 

470 
405 

381 
391 

360 
Lost 

196 
199 

Omit 
95 

35 
Omit 

12~6 
11,,8 

8.6 
10 .. 2 

438 7 .. 5 

386 1.3 

360 

197 1.0 

95 

35 

l2 .. 2 3.3 

90 4 8.5 

135:1 
l-:tO.e 

94~O 
99.6 

66~7 
72.2 

25~7 
25.;:4 

5~8 
6.4 

~93 
.90 

138.0 2.1 

96 0 8 2.9 

69.5 3 0 9 

25.6 0 0 6 

6.1 5.0 

.92 20 0 

Average observed devia'hion from !ream Snl 2.'5:. 202%; Ba,140 = 2 .. 4%; Sr89 = 1.8%. 

33~5 
35.4 

28~8 
29,0 

34~2 
34.3 

33~5 
33.9 

33~O 
34.4 

32.8 
31.7 

25'013 
'27.6 

16.2 
15.5 

6~2 
6,8 

1~91 

1.95 

34.45 2.8 

28.9 0.3 

34.25 0.1 

33.7 0.6 

33 .. 7 2 .. 1 

32 .. 25 107 

... v;~ 3.4 

15 0 85 2.2 

6.5 4.6 

1.93 1.0 

............ .~':;.,':' .. -=-= •• ~ _---==: a:::&! ~~ _ 

~--===..........-= ___ ~ .... ~~~ ............. "............ t::AL~. ae:::c:::: -=-...., ---=--:~ 

.. 'Y' 

8 
~ 
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In order to show this more clearly, Table 3 was made up, listing 

the specific activities per unit foil thickness for the three compon-

ents normalized to average values over the horizontal portions of the 

curVes. One could not be sure that feil No. 12 did not experience 

some decrease in activity because of its nearness to the end of the 

Ba~d rang~, hence foil No. 11 was chosen as the last foil that cou~d 
./ 

be trusted in this respect. Because of the absence of values for the 

first two foils of the tin fraction, foils three through eleven wer~ 

used to obtain comparable averages or "expected" values to which the 

points were normalized. The three columns of normalized activities 

can now be compared with each other. The agreement is striking. 

And, as the analysis in Table 3 shows, the average deviation from the 

mean of the three figures in the three columns is only 2.0 percent, 

Which agrees with the experimental error as already determined from 

the difference between sample pairs. 

It is now apparent that the measured foil thickness 'cannot be 

trusted. A.good indication of the variation of the foil thickness can 

be obtained from the average of the three normalized values listed for 

each foil. The last column in Table 3 shows the variation of foil 

thickness (listed in percent) obtained in this way, and indicates 

that an average variation of the order of eight percent can be expected. 

Co General Discussion 

Since the accuracy of the method empluyed is dependent upon the 

accuracy with 'which the foil thickness can be measured, it is not 
. . 

surprising that the results of the two bombardments are at variance. 
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Table ~ 
::;: 

Avei'age' 
DeviaHon Variation 

Average Specific NO:J:m1lizeo. Specific Mean From Mean of Foil 
Activity Per Unit 

\ 

ThlCTciless Activity Per Unit Normalized Normalized 
Foil Thickness Foil Thickness Value Value (Percent) 

= 
Foil 
No. Ba l 49 Snl25 Sr89 Ba1~ Snl25 Sr89 

1 123.9 30.4. .877 '.981 .929 5.6% -7.1 

2 155.8 35.4, 1.103 1.142 1.123 1. ",,- +12.3 

3 165.2 512 34.6., 1.169 1.145 1.116 1.143 1.6 +14.3 

4 132.5 417 29.55 .938 .933 .953 .941 .8 , -5.9 

5 149.1 486 33.7, 1.055 1.087 1.007 1.076 1.3 +7.6 I 
N 

6 125.6 417 .889 .933 .• 935 3.4 -6.5 
'I 

30.5. .984 

7 147.5 463 31.85 , . .1.044 1.036 1.027 1.036 0.6 +3.6 

8 141.1 431 30.15 .999 .964 .973 .979 1.4 -2.1 

,9 132.9 416 28.25 .941 .931 .911 .928 1.2 -7.2 

10 156.9 498 32.6, 1.110 1.114 1.052 1.092 2.4 +9\2 

11 l20.6 383 27.65 .854 .857 .892 .868 1.9 ..;13.2 

Average 
Expected 
Value 141.3 447 31.0, Average = 2.0% ±8.J$ 
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Indeed an error of eight percent is more than enough to explain the 

difference behreen the values obtained in the two cases and their means. 

The difficulty experienced in measuring the foil thickness arose 

from the fact that the foils were not unifol~. Theme~sured foil 

thickness only represents an average thickness over an area considera-

bly larger than that over i-Thich the fission recoils l.fere collected 0 

As has been shown here, the thickness of the foil over vmich the recoils 

are collected may differ by an appreciable amount from this average 

thickness. The smallest area wich could be conveniently mounted .:if1 

the target is 25 cm2, while the average area over which the recoils 

are collected is approximately 10 cm2• For the second bombardment, 

the foils were measured over an area much larger than necessary for 

target mounting (foils one through eleven were measured as It half 

foils, It wich .rere roughly three times larger than necessary), so that 

the error observed here could be reduced somewat (perhaps by a factor 

of three) by cutting the foils to a smaller size before measuring the 

thickness. However, it will be shown that the ranges determined here 

are not greatly different from those obtained by other vrorkers with 

slow neutron fission fragments, which indicates that a more accurate 

method is desirable if some significant difference is to be measured 

between the two phenomena. 

Segre and WiegandlO have measured the stopping po,ler of various 

substances for the fission fragments from uranium, and have shown that 

the mass stoppi.ng power of aluminum is 3.4 times that of uranium. The 

observed mean ranges can then be corrected for the source thickness b,y 

adding the equivalent of one-half the thickness of the source to the 
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obser~red values. No correction is applied to the extrapolated ranges. 

The corrected values are: 

Component 
~ 

. 
Sr91 

Ba140 

Sn125 

Sr89 

Bombardment 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

Corrected Mean Range 

2.97 mg Al/cm2 

4 .. 13 

2076 

2097 

3077 

It 

" 
tI 

n 

Extrapolated Range 

3.22 mg Al/cm2 

4.35 

2.94 

3.15 

3.92 

" 
" 
It 

" 

One can now select approximate average values for the ranges of 

the components. On the basis that an incriment of one mass unit 

appears to give a difference (on the average) in range of about O.02mg 

Al/cm2, and by realizing that the second bombardment gave results some 

nine percent shorter than did the first~ the following figures can 

be assigned as approximate average values ·for the observed mean ranges: 

Mass 
Number 

140 
125 
91 
89 

Corrected Average 
Mean Range 

2.87 mg Al/cm2 
3.10 It 

3.93 It 

3.97 It 

An approximate observed error can be assigned as ±5 percent. 

For comparative purposes; the values obtained by other workers 

with slow neutrons have been plotted in FigUre 5 along with the above 
\ . . . . . 

values. Figure 5 includes only those ranges which are reported for 
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fission fragments of individual mass number. The values reported by 

'. 11 °1 1 Freedman, Metcalf j and Sugarman, and later by F~nk e, Hoag and, 

Katcoffj and Sugarman12 for the range in air of mass numbers 91 and 

':139 have been omitted in favor of the later work by the same authors6 

where alur.ninumwas used as a stopping medium. The ranges reported in 

em of air qy Katkoff~ ~ al~l for fission recoils from plutonium were 

converted to the Equi "alent values in aluminum and included. This was 

done by noting the findings by Segre and Wiegand,lO and substantiated 

in part by SuzOT,5 that the relative stopping powers for fission frag

ments is the same as that for 4066 mev alpha particles, and by relat-

ing the stopping power of allllninum for alpha particles to that of air 

which is reported Qy Livingston and Bethe;13 namely, that 1.51 mg Al/am2 

is equivalent'to one centiineter of air. 

The ranges reported as a result of these experiments are subject 

to fairly serious errors, but it is apparent from Figure 5 that no 

great difference between the values obtained and those for slow neutron 

fission fragments is probable. In view of this further experiments 

with the 6o-inch cyclotron were not planned. Rather than this,it 

. was deci.ded to study the subject at much higher energies, utilizing the 

340 mev protons available with the 184-inch cyclotron at Berkeley, with 

the idea that if differences do exist in this respect, the differences 

would be magnified at this higher energy. 

The method presented here can, of course, be improved. A source 

of more uniform foils would be of considerable help. An attempt was 

made to prepare some foils of comparable thickness by the evaporation 

technique. The main difficulty encountered was that of peeling the 
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foil from the surface on which it was evaporated. It should be possi-

ble also to measure the thickness of nonuniform foils over the same 

area which collects the recoils. A thickness gage could be constructed 

which is designed to measure the amount of radiation absorbed by the 

foil from some radioactive source. A soft radiation would be required 

and Ni6.3(Jj; 0.06 mev; "'-.300_year)19 might be a suitable source for 

this purpose. The foils could then be mounted in a suitable frame 

adaptable to both the target and the thickness gauge with t~e same 

geometry. Cyclotron beams are subject to some wandering so that the 

exact area is not too well defined, but a columnator could be con

structed as part of the target assembly to eliminate this difficulty. 

Chapter III. l84-INCH CYCLOTRON EXPERIMENTS 

I.' EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A. General Considerations 

In Chapter II of this'report it was shown that if a thin 

uranium source is covered with a stopping medium such as a stack of 

aluminum foils and the arrangement bombarded with fission inducing 

particles, then the distribution of the activity from any given fission 

product in the stopping medium with respect to the distance from the 

source vall be that of a normal range curve such as is ShoWh in Figure 6. 

The results obtained in Chapter II along with the results obtained by 

other workers5,6 using the same arrangement serve to confirm·the shape 

of this distribution curve. One can, of course, select the foil thick

ness so that the given fission recoil is completely stopped in just two 
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foils 0 Not only so, but the foil thickness can also be chosen so tha't 

the end of the first foil is located at some point under the horizontal 

portion of the curve, io~o, at some point before which the activity 

experiences a decrease because of the nearness to the end of the rar~eo 

Such an arrangement is indicated in Figure 6 0 It follows that the areas 

under the curve, shown designated as ~ and 1li2 corresponding to the 

first and second foil, are indicative of the activities present in 

each of the two foils. 

If the horizontal portion of the range curve is extended ou~ 

wardly to a distanceR from the source, the area of the rect.angle so 

formed can be adjusted by proper selection of the abscissa R so that 

it is just equal to the area under the range curveo It is apparent 

then that the distance R represents a range wich is greater than tha't 

of one-half the recoils and less than that of the remaining half,and 

for the purposes at hand can be identified with the mean rangeo The 

mean range then, can be determined by the simple relatiom 

R = (1 + A2 ) t III 
where tl is the measured thickness of the first foil and A2I'AI is 

the observed ratio of the activities present in the two £oils0 

BoThe Target Assembly (See Figure 7) 

A series of five bombardments were made, being designed 'to meaSl1.'t'r~ 

the mean range of the fission recoils in the manner described above e 

In all cases the target was mounted on the probe' of the 184-inch cycle"1-

tron so that the circulating beam (approx:l.mately one microampere) 

entered the edge of the uranium source 0 The thick target thus pr'ssented 
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to the beam produced activity yields of reasonable a."llounts. The 

foils covering the source were spaced apart. from each other and from 

the source by 0.002" aluminum spacers, and were positioned away from 

the center of the cyclotron with respect to the source so that, on th/3 

average, the recoils collected were those emitted at right angles to 

the beam. The spacers, foils, and source \.[ere aligned and held in 

place by four machine SCTeHS 'ltIDich threaded into an aluminum block 

adapted to the probe of the cyclotrono It \faS also necessary to provide 

vent holes so that the air between the foils could escape lvhen the 

target '.Jas left down to the cyclotron tank pressure 0 

The same source \JaS used in all bombardments except the first, 

the first being exploratory in nature. The source was prepared by the 

sarne sputtering technique described in Chapter II of this report "r.tth 

the exception that the area of the t1-K) mil alu.mimun sheet over H'hich 

the uranium was sputtered was dished slightly, i.~~, concave on the 

ac'ti ve side facing the foils and convex on the side facing the center 

of the cyclotron tank. This arrangement allo'\:led more of the beam to 

be intercepted by the uranium .• 

The e:l..'-perimental arrangement des(Tibed above is subject to some 

objection. Those recoils '\.[hieh are ejected at, an angle sufficiently 

small "lith respect to the plane of the source can be stopped in the 

spacer between the source a.nd the first foil, and presumably there are 

some "IDich spend only part of their range in this first spa.cer, being 

collected in the foil beyond. The spacers~ which are employed to 

facilitate disassembly of the target, therefore give rise to an activity 

distribution somewhat different from that 1'.mich is desired in the portion 



of the stopping medium adjacent to the source. In the bombardillent;s aft.er 

the first this objection was overcome by placing a very thin foil (about 
') 

0.2 I!.g/cm~} adjacent to the source, and the second foil, a thicker 

variety, U'dS then used as the control foil. The activity distrib'l.ltion 

throughout the control foil Has €:h.rpected to be normal because the 

spacers Here designed 1,D. th a geometry such that no fission recoil. oould 

reach t.he spacer betv!eGn the first and second foil 'liIi thout having tran • 

versed more than its range in the first foil. The expression used 

for calculating the mean range was correspondingly modified and that 

used \;as: 

R = tl + t2(1 + 1; ) 
imere tl and t2 represent the measuredthicY~esses of the first and 

second foils and A3/AZ is the ratio of the observed activity in the 

third foil to that in the second. 

Co Foil Thi~kness Measurement§ 

The foils used were selected from 'I.m.at vIas considered to be 

a representative number which 1.-rere cut from a commercial grade of 

rolled aluminum sheet. Two thicknesses were used: 0.003.3u and 0 0 0025". 

In addition hanu11Gred alumimun sheet, 0.2 mg/crrf, 'Was used for the thin 

foils placed adjacent to the uraniurl source. 

The 1/3 mil aluminum foi'ls ,.rere used for the first three bom:baxd~ 

ments, these being selected from a 'group of 32 foils in all. The thick~-

ness vIaS measured by the graph paper technique, 1.20, by'measuring the 
; 

, ' 

. dimensions of a vleighed area under graph paper over an illumin:::.ted 

viewing plate, It was necessary to make an estimate of the error to 
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be expected in the thicknesses so measured o Special tools were made 

for this purpose. Each tool had a hardened ground flat surface of 

predetermined geometrical shape and vuth perpendicular sides. The 

f01l 1 placed betw~en the tool and a flat plate glass surface, could 

be accurately trimmed to the known area with a scalpelg and it re~ 

mained only to weigh the tr:ilnm.ed foil to determine its thickness. 

Thirty-two areas, each the same in shape and size as that over which 

it was expected the fission fragments would be collected during bom

bardment, were thus trimmed from 21 of the group of 32 foils o It 

was found that the average difference between the thickness so measured 

and that measured by the graph paper technique (after applying a cali~ 

bration correction for the graph paper used) was ±Oo3 percent. The 

maximum difference found in the 32 measurements was 0053 percento On 

this basis the thickness of those foils used for bombardment work was 

established as that measured by the graph paper technique with an 

average expected error due to nonuniformity of ±po3 percent. 

Thickness measurements made by trimming the foils to a known 

and well defined area were quite successful, and thi:s method was erDF 

ployed for the 1/4 mil foils which were used in the last two bombardmentso 

The tools ifere made rectangular in shape so that the areas could be quite 

accurately determined from micrometer measurements 0 Forty foil~ were 

cut from the 1/4 mil alumintnn sheet. Each was first trimmed to an 

area slightly larger than that of the smallest area wich could be 

mounted in the target holder, making possible one measurement of the 

thickness. Using a second too19 each foil was trimmed again to an 

area equal to that. of the smallest conv'enient size for target mounting9 
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making possible a second measurement of the thickness. Since the two 

areas were not far different ll it was expected that the two measurements 

should agree.. The average difference between the tvlO over the forty 

foils was 0.,07 percent; !o~o~ an av~rage deviation from the mean of 

±0.OJ5 percent 0 The average thickness of each foil, of a size con

venient for target mounting was considered to be accurately determinedo 

The foils of this group, not selected for bombardment work were trimmed 

again to a small rectangular area equal to that over 1rlhich it was ex= 

pected the fission fragments would be collected. This third thickness 

measurement showed the average expected error due to nonuniformi ty to 

be ;to.,2 percent. 

The thin foils g mounted adjacent to the source, were all trimmed 

after bombardment to an area only slightly larger than that over 1r1hich 

the fission fragments were expected, and than weighed. It was possible 

that some activity was lost from the first foil during this operation 

because of mal=alignment of the trimming .tool o However, the thickness 

measurement was the most important consideration. It should be ment:toned 

that it was possible to exercise care in this trimming operation without 

danger of overexposure to radiation since, after the trimming tool was 

placed over the foil, the surrounding activity level was not dangerous o 

It is difficult to establish accurately an expected error in this thick

ness measurement, but an error as large as one percent wo'uld produce an 

uncertainty of only 0 0 002 rog/crrf- i> The arbitrarily chosen value of one per~ 

cent was a safe estimate. 
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D a General Procedure 

Each of the five targets were bombarded for approximately two 

microampere hours with protons at 335 mev. The target was then disas·

sembled and the foils removed o Each foil was placed in an individual 

test tube and dissoived with 6 N ReI.. The same amount of mixed carrier 

solution ~iTas added to each t·est tube, and the samples divided into 

near equal halves for chemical analysis. In the cases ,mere silver 

carrier was added, this was done separately as the last,carrier added o 

The exchange \nth freshly formed silver chloride is reported to be 

re~sonably fast~14 and the solutions were thoroughly stirred to effect 

this change. The silver chloride was then separated by centrifuging 

and the filtrate divided into two near equal aliquots. Duplicate 

samples of the silver were obtained by dissolving the sibrer chloride 

m.th ammonium hydroxide solution, then dividing the solution" 

The carriers were separated using qualitative analytical methods 

and purified by the chemical procedure outlined by Newton~ 8 The final 

precipitate was mounted in a small aluminum dish and weighed (glass or 

porcelain dishes were used for the silver chloride samples). The dish 

was in most cases centered on an aluminum plate O.05 If thick, and covered 

with a thin piece of cellophane. The samples so mounted were counted 

wi th an end windowed, chlorine=a.rgon filled tube 0 In the case of the 

last two bombardments, an automatic sample changer was utilized for 

some of the counting work. Here the sample dish was mounted in one of 

the twenty-four holes around the' periphery of a circular table. The 

table was moved by a timing unit one twenty=fourth of a revolution at 

the end of every twenty~'minute period. A stationary end windowed, 
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chlorine=argon filled geiger tube~ aligned just above one of the 

sample holes v counted the sample immediately beneath it 0 The counter 

was connected)) through a scaling circuit to a traffic counter which 

recorded the total number of scalers registered on a tape at the end 

of each twenty minute period w.hen the table was moved" Each sample 

on the table was counted for one twenty minute period9 once ev'ery 

eight hour'so Several sample holes were always left blank so that 

background could be measured" 

The counting was continued for each sample until the predominant 

isotope could be identified from its decay characteristics" Usually 

each sample was counted from 15 to 20 times over one or more half~llves, 

although in special cases this was not practicable" In the case of 

the 907 hour Sr9l, the short half~,life limited the n~ber of co~ting 

oqservations to about ten" The 54 day Sr89 and the 130 day Sn121 ' 

isotopes were not counted over a full half-lifeo Also samples of 

very low counting rate from those foils far from the source were 

usually counted only three or four times to determine their level with 

respect to the control sampleso 

IIo EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

AoIdentification of the Isotopes Studied 

Ba140 was identified 'by its characteristic' half-life of 12.08 days9 

and distinguished from the 12 0 0 day Ba,131 by the La140 daughter grovtth. 

In all cases but one the barium separation was effected after eight 

days from the end of bombardment so that the decay of the 39 hour 

Ba133 and the 29 hour Ba135VDu1.d not mask the La140 growth" . In the 
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singular case (bombardment No" 3) the observed activity poin.ts used 

for range calculations were those which fell along the 12 0 8 day line 9 

after the shorter lived isotopes had decayed out. The identification 

of the Ba,140 isotope was' not certain in this case but is inferred 

from the results of the other four bombardm.entsoFolger andStevenson15 

haife found that the yield of Ba131 from high energy fission of uranium 

is comparable to that of Ba1409 but the low counting efficiency of its 

radiations (Kge~~Y) is such that its activity as measured on a b~ta 

CO'Wlter is less than I percent of that of Ba14D 
0 The radium spalla,

tion product16 was a principle contaminant of the barium samples o 

This was taken into account in several ways. With the first bom-

bardment9 w.hich utilized the first foil as the control foi19 the alpha 

activity of the samples was followed with an alpha counters> and showed 

that radium contamination existed only in the two samples from the 

first foiL The beta activity due to the radium was corrected. for by 

converting the observed alpha counting rate to the equivalent beta. 

counting rate, the equivalence being determined by a radium standard 

counted in bqth counters <> Radium was separated from the barium samples 

during the chemistry for the second bombardment by the use of Dowex 

resin columns eluted with citrate"l? The third bombardment showed that 

the range of the radium spallation product was such that it ~,s stopped. 

by the "very thinfl foil adjacent to the source o Any alpha activity 

observed in the samples of the sec~nd foil, the control foil in this 

case, could not be distinguished from the background rateo In subse= 

quent bombardments, the radium contamination in the samples of the 

first foil masked. in part, the La140 growth, but the activity level in 
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these samples was not used in the range determinations 0 The comple·te 
, . 

La140 growth was clearly indicated in the samples of the other foils" 

The tin isotopes studied were identified by resolving the COrnF 

po site decay eurve obtained in each case" Resolution showed the three 

half."lives, of the 2705 hour Sn12\ 905 day Sn~25 l' and 130 day Sn123 

isotopes.,9 918 

'call5 was identified by the characteristic composite der:;:ay curve 

of the two isomers" All samples gave the same shaped decay curve~ 

one of which was resolved into the two components.. The half=·lives 

observed were 43 days and 53 hours o The reported value of 58 hours19 

is in disagreemento This isotope has also·been studied by Folger and 

Stevenson,l5 who report that the shorter half~life is 53 hours. 

The characteristic 705 day half-life observed from the counting 

data of the silver samples was used in part to identify the AgIll 

isotope" Inaddition~ one absorption curve was taken for each boma~ 

bardment, using the highest counting sample of the control foil~ to 

differentiate it from the 8 0 6 day AgI06 0 The absorption curve showed 

,that the radiation counted was predominantly Jj with a range of 

4.00 rr.g Bel cm2 s which corresponds to the radiation of Agillo The level 

of radic.Li.on counted that could be associated with ~06(Kge'-Si y) was 

of the order of 0 0 1 percent. 

1J.hen -the 907 hour S1'91 isotope was soughtj the final strontium 

separation was made after 1305 hours after the end of bombardment so 

that the 2,,7 hour Sr'i2 and its 305 hour daughter would not interfere" 

The isotope v[8.s identified by the 9,,7 hour half~life which tailed inti;;;! 

the long half=life of from 54 to 61 dayso Corrections for the aetivity 
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of the 54 day Sr89 present were negligible for the observations used 

for the range calculations" 

The characteristic 54 day half·-life was used to identify the Sr89 

isotope~ In all cases the strontium samples were purified chemically 

to remove the '61 day y91 daughter of the 9 07 hour Sr91 after the 

Sr91 had ,all decayed .. 

Deeay curves were not usually plotted for the samples from ·the 

foils beyond the end of the range of the isotope studied." The 
I 

acti"vi ty in these samples 1>JaS so near background level. that the 

statistical fluctuation preGluded interpretation of the observed 

points.. However? these samples did indicate a low level of Na24 

contamination In the '907 hOUT Sr91 samples .. 

- Bo Tabulation of the Data 

The observed specific activity of the samples~ lo~.~ counts per 

minute per milligram of sample, could be used for range calculations 

since, fora given bombardment~ the same amount of inactive carrier 

had been added to each of the dissolved foilso For a given sample 

pair~ i,,~.l' both from the same foil, the difference between the t;w;o 

specific activities was divided by the total of the two and r~corded 

in percent as the observed deviation from the mean" This was recorded 

each time the sample pair was counteds> and an average taken over the 

observations considered for the 'range calculationo This average 

value was corrected for decay by using an average figure for the time 

elapsed between the two observations.. The samples were always counted 

ina given sequence so that this elapsed time was not far from constant. 



This average deviation from the mean was taken to be the observed experi-

mental error 9 independent of the statistical counting erroX'o Included 

in this were errors due to chemistry jl differences in self ... absorPtion" 

self=scattering and back scatterings and small dii'ferences in count:iIlg 

geometry .. 

The sum of the two specific activities of an identical pair was 

d~vided by that of the control foil in each case and recorded as the 

normalized specific activity of that foil.. For a given isotope iu= 

vestigation~ the samples from all foils decayed with the same half·= 

life so that this normalized specific activity remained a constant 

figure except for the statistical variationo The mean valne of the 

normalized specific activity was determined over the observations con-

sidered for the range calculations 9 and ,~s corrected for decaY9 

where necessary9 by using an average difference between the times at 

which the sample pairs were counted.. The observed statistical error 

was recorded as the average deviation from the mean normalized specific 

activity_ This observed error included deviations caused by fluctuations 

in counter sensitivity as well as the normal statistical variation .. 

'Tables 19 29 39 49 and 59 list the mean normalized spec:tfic 

activities determined as described above.. The error shown in each 
~ 

case is the\~:combined observed error 9 made up of the experim.ental error 
\ 

; 

and the statistical error.. As show.n~ each isotope investigation in-

cluded an examination of at least one foil beyond the end of the rangeo 

The normalized specific acti\ri ty found in this foil was in all cases 

2ess than one percent. In a sufficient number of cases y however 9 its 

magnitude was comparable to the observed error in the other foils 9 so 
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tha.t correction for this low level of contamination was justif'iableo 

For the sake of, consistencyI' this correction was made in all ca.ses 9 

although generally it contributes little to the accuracy of the measure= 

ment" The normalized specific activity observed for the foils beyond 

the end of the range was considered as the probable background due to 

contamination in eachcase9 and this amount was subtracted~ taking into 

consideration its uncert,aintY9 from the values observed for the other 

foils" The 'values so obtained were renormalized so as to be oonsistent 

with unity for the control foils and are shown listed as the corrected 

mean normalized specific activities o 

The mean ranges were cal.culated from these data using those 

formulas already developed" In the case of bombardments four and fives> 

the foils used were of such thickness that fission recoils could be 

observed in the fourth foil~ The corrected mean normalized specific 

activity of the fourth foil was added therefo:r:e to that of the third 

foil in making the calculationse Because of the straggling effect 

near the end of the rangeS' the formulas used here are not valid if 

the end of the control foil lies near the mean range o This effect is 

clearly marked in the case of Ba140 and explains why the ranges cal

culated for bombardments 2 and 3 differ from those of bombardments 

4 and 50 All four of these measurements were made using the same 

urB.):lium source and are not subject to differences on this aClcount$) but 

the foils used in bombardments 2 and 3 were thicker and the activity 

in the control foil was decreased because of the nearness to the end 

of the range o This effect is such that the calculated range is greater 

than the true range 0 
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Table 1 

Bombardmen.t No o l~ 184~inch cyclotron experiments 

Target detail 

Source 
Foil Nco 1 (control foil) 
Foil No o 2 
Foil No o 3 
Foil No 0 4 

10101 mg U/ cm2 

2 0 495 mg Al/cm2 ± 0 0 3% 
2 0 499 " 
20514 If 

20515 n 

Observed mean nprmalized specific activity 

Isotope 
Studied Foil No o 2 Foil No .. 3 Foil No o 4 

Isotope 
Studied 

Ba140 

Sr9l 

1 0000 ± 0013 000727 ± 00022 000010 £'00002 -~-='= 

1 .. 000 ± 00007 Oo4165±o0051 000058 ± 00027* 0 0 0061 ± 00046* 

Corrected mean normalized specific activity 

Foil No o 

10000 ± 

10000 ± 

1:: Foil No o 2 Foil No o 3 

0013 0 0 0718 ± 00022, 0 

00038 004130 ± 00063 \ 0 

Un.corrected mean range 

Ba140 e 20674 ± 0041 mg Al/cm2 

S1"91 ;"",,3 .. 525 +. .. 029 mg Al/cm2 

Foil No o 4 

o 

*Na24 ~~ntaTJlimition probable 
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Table 2 

Bombardment No o 21 184"O,inch cyclotron experiments 

Target detail. 

Scnl.r(.~e 

Foil No o 1 
Foil No o 2 (control foil) 
Foil No o J 
Foil No.4 

0 0920 mg U/cm2 

0 .. 214 mg ll/cm2 ± 1 .. 0% 
2 .. 488 mg it ± 003% 
2 .. 485 n " 
2 .. 475 n " 

Observed mean normalized specific activity 
Isotope 
Studied Foil No. 1 Foil No" 2 Foil No o 2 Foil No o !J: 

Ba140 000862 ± .. 0008 1 .. 000 ± ,,0075 000415 ± 00008 0 .. 0007 ± .. 0001 

Aglll 0 .. 0875 ± .. 0009 1 .. 000 ± 0012 001654 ± .;OOll 0 .. 0004 ± ,,0001 

S1"91 0 .. 0882 ± .. 0040 1 .. 000 ± 00082 0 .. 373 ±c010 o .. oon ± .. 0001 

S1'89 000941 ± .. 0019 1,,000 ± 00058 0 03848 + .. ~ 
00021 0 .. 0022 ± .. 0005 

Corrected mean normalized specific activity 
Isotope 

,_S_tu_d_i_e_d __ F_o,_i_1_N_o..;;.0_1 ___ F_o_i_,1_No_, o;...-.2 ____ F_o~_·1_N .... o..;.0....:;3__._<_Fo:i.l No 0 4 

BaUO 

!gill 

81.'91 

81"89 

000856 ± 00008 10000 ± 00075 ,000408 ± 00008 

000871 ± .. 0009 1 .. 000 ± 0012 001651 ± ooon 

0 .. 0872 ± 00040 10000± .,0082 0.,373 ± 0010 

0 .. 0921 ± 00019 1 .. 000 ± .. 0058 0 .. 3834 + 00021 
, -

Uncorrected mean range 

Ba 140 = 2 .. 804 ± ;,027 mg AJ./r.:m2 

111 8" Ag '"' 3 .. 11.3 ± 003 

81"91 =.3 0630 + .042 It 

51"89 "" 3 0 656 + .. 026 " 

o 

o 

o 

o 
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Tabl,o:J 3 

Bcmbardment No o 39 184 inch cyclotron experiment.s 

Ta:r.get detail 

Source 
Foil No. 1 
Foil No o :2 (control foil) 
Foil Nco. 3 
Foil No.4 

0 0 920 mg U/cm2 

0 0 222 mg Al/cm2 ± 100% 
2.532 mg Al/cm2 ± 0 0 3% 
20528 n " 
20541 II " 

O'bserved mean normalized specific activit.y 
Isotope 
Studied Foil No~ 1. Foil NO e 2 Foil No. :3 Foil No.4 

Ba:l40 

Agll1. 

S:r,91 

8:;:,89 

Isotope 

0.0032. ± .0008* 

0.0866 ± 00053 1 0 000 ± 0020 0.3606 ± .0034 0 0 0033 ± 00021 

Corrected mean normalized specific activity 

St;adied Foil No.1 Foil No o 2 Fz:::il No. 3 Foil No.4 
.--~' 

Ba140 

Aglll, 

Sr91 

8r89 

0.0664 .:!::.0017*** 1,,000 ± 00014. 0.1461 ± .0022 

0.0820 ± .0053 10000 ±007g~a*~fOo382 ± .,042 

Un,oorreoted. mean range 

Ba140 = 2.,825 ± .012 rug All cm2 

Aglll - 30124 ± .,015 II 

Sr91 :; 3,,72 ± o23i~*** " 

Sr89 ." 3 0 662 ± 0062 it 

o 

o 

o 

o 

=-===-=" =" ============= ==-::::=::: .. : ===. =-~-.-= =====: 
*Nc1,24 Contamination probable c ?t*R.a ~~o,nta.l.nil').ation corrected for 0 

***Geometry ,..ras different from other Ag s8J.nples.1~***Large error 
d"le to chemi8try~ 
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Table 4 

Bombardment No" 49 184-inch cyclotron experiments 

Target, det.ail 

Source 
Foil Nco 1 
Fo:n No., 2 (cont:r'ol foil) 
Foil No o :3 
Fcdl. No o 4 
Foil No o 5 

0" 920 mg U/i::m2 
0 0 218 ing AJ./c.m2 + 1 0 0% 
1" 7100 mg All crr,.2-± 0 02% 
107099 n tf 

1,,7150 ". n 
1 0 7078 " " 

Obserwed mean normalized specific actlYity 
Isotope 
.st;udiedFoi1 No o 1 Foil No o 2 Foil No o .3 Foil No o 4 Foil Noo 5 

Ba1&O ~r . 0 0 12001; ,,0015 1 0000ioOO17 0,,4078±o00.3,5 O,,0008±00007 o ,,0008±,,0007 

'· .... 3 (;1,,·14 
!e..;.;.i, o "l052±,,0031 l"OOO!."O24 0 .. 4877±o0094 0,,0021±oOO05 OoOO02±oOOOl Sn,:U;5 

f'!a115 v , Oo1254±o0023 10 OOO.:!;; .,0024 0 0 62.31+00041 0.,OO45±cOO07 o o0004± 0 0001 

't '1] It?;, .... " . Ool.382±o.o027 1000Oj:oOO$9 o 0659;± 0010 O .. OO74±,,0004 OoOOOl:!:oOOOO 
0." S:r.,JoI., Oo1219±~OO07 -I noo 0-' ~ ov' i;o ,14 009066;±00046 o o0972± 0001.3 o ,,0047± 00005* 

-til 
Sr " o o1296.±; ~ 0008 loOOO±o002'7 Oo8899±oOO35 0 0 103$:1; 0 0012 0 0 0013± " 0013 

Corrected mean normalized specific acti:~rities 
ISDtr.lp'e 
§.tl~died 1f~_]' F:s4.1 N£.J _ £,oi,1. No 0 ;3 ~~2..0._4,.~Foil fI£" ~ 

"/ 7 r' 
BStc<I+\) Ool1.9.3±00017 1 ,,OOOj:00018 

"!23 
Sn~ ,;'" Ool05Qt o OO,31 1 oOOo.,t 0024 Sn..J.-,-='o,/ 

1" ',-
Gd''''.t? o <>1251;i:00023 1000O;toOO21~, 

A€;111 0 0 13811: 00027 l" OOO:t,,, 008<) 

0";' 
S~r"".i... o "ll78.t,,, 0009 loOOO± .. 014 

Sl,89 o o1285±oOO20 1 oOOO,± Q0030 

Uncorre:c;t.ed 

p J40 .va, , 

- 30000 ± 0014 

*Na24 con.tamination probablee 

0 04073+000.36 0 

o o4876.:!: 00094 OoOOl9± oOOO5 

0 0 6231+ 0 004.1 Oo0041.±;00007 

o ,,659± 0 010 o oOO?,3± 00004 

0 0 9062± 000046 o o0929± 0 0014 

o ,,8898±o0037 O"l026± 0 0018 

mean range 

Sr91 ~. 3 06.36 ± 00.32 

Sr89 - 3 0 625 + 0016 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

n 

n 
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Tab1 e 5 

Bomba.rdmen-!.; No. 5, 184·~J.nch cyclotron experiments 
=~=.-=-=-"..::==.-.-=-~=--==::;=-===~-=========== 

!sot'Jpe 

source 
Foil No o 1 
Foil No. 2 (control foil) 
Foil NO Q .3 
Foi.l No.4 
Foll No • .5 

0.920 mg u/cro.2 
o oZ18 mg All mn2 1,,0% 
1.7173 mg Al/cm2 0 .. 2% 
107085 " " 
1.7005 " fl 

1.7229 « II 

Observed mean normalized specific activity 

~:+udi.ed Foil No" 1 Foll No. 2 Foil No 0 3 . Foil N0 0 4· Foil No o 5 

Ba,J4C o .,:!.295i;., 0043 
'')'':l .sn· ... ~,.... o ,,1162±e0058 

Sn12:5 
'Cdll5 o o 11 61;:±; .0055 

A III g 0 .. 1288±.0017 

S·,J~9 .- 0 014'1'8+.;0037 

Iso·tope 
Stud:ied Foil NC e 1 

Sn1.23 
3n125 

loOOOj:00078 0.,414+ .. 011. 
-; 

Oo0035±oOO18 OoOOlO±"OOlO 

10000±;o020 Oo5347±o0085 Oo0025±.0021~ o oOOl6,±. 0011 

1. 0 OOO±" 0099 Oo609±.018 o c 003o.t. 0004 O"OOO~.OOOl 

1,,000,±.013 0 0 6379+00029 0.0060+-00003 - - o.,0006± oOO03 

1 o 00 OJ;; 00020 0.8885±o0066 001014+,,0009 
. - - o ,,002o.±oOOlO 

Corrected mean normalized specific activity 

Foil No o 2 Foil No. 3 Foil No o 4 Foil No" 5 

o o 

o 

CdJ.15 Ool161±,,0055 loOOO;±:o0099 Oo609:!:o018 O.003Qt.00Q4 0 

!gIll. 001283±00017 loOOo.±.013 0.6377±o0029 0.0054±o0004 0 

Sr$9· 0014610+-00038 10000;±o0022 Oo8883± .. 00670.0996±.001.3 0 

Ba140 . 

.115 Ca . 

Uncorrected Mean Range 

II 

u 

!gIll"" 3,,040:±: 0029 mg ll/cm2 

Sr89 .. 3 0 6.31 ± .020 mg Al/em2 
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The;;ase proyides other interests, hm.J'ever. The mearl rarige of 

B~140::.an be fixed rather accurately from the weighted average of the 

~!alues obtained from. bombarfuilents 4 and 50 This 1.n turn fixes the 

dL:rta:,rwe between the mean range and the end of the control foil in 

bombarrunents :2 and :3 0 If' 'we asstrrne that the shape of the acti vi ty 

distribution ::;ur~]'e is essEmtially that of an integrated gauss errOl' 

'::mrg'e 9 then the associated s"traggling parameter can be adjust.ed se 

t.hat the areas l.uldzl' the ,mrve, to the l!eft and right of the abscisi3a 

line marking the end of the control foil, are in the same ratio as 

the obser1red a<;;;ti,ritieso Similar estimates can be made using the 

data f.rom borabardments 4 and .5 in the case of the longer ranged fl'ag-

ments that penetrate appreciably into the fourth foil .. The straggling, 

defined as the difference between the mean and extrapolated range, 

est.imated in this manner is shmm in the follot-ling +~""1 p. 

.t..~ 

Bombardment N' o. Isotope Studied Estimated Straggling % of Heal'! Range 

2 Ba140 

.3 Ba140 " 1506 
, Sr91 

.i:~ 
tt 1.3 08 

4. 8r89 
" 15 06 

f;;' c'r89 
0' ;:)' II 1503 

Average Straggling = 0 0 48 II 150 + 1% 

The estimated value of the straggling is fairly sensitive t.o 

cha.nges in range and observed activity ratios o For example a one pe:r~ 

Gent uncertainty in the mean range combined with a one percent uncert.ainty 
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in the ratio of observed activities, resul.ts in an ei.ght percentun~ 

certainty in the estimated straggling 0 'l'L.e (;.s~'ump:tjion that the shape 

of the activi.ty distribution. Cur1Te is that of an integrated gaussi.a?",i 

therefore i.s not. a critical one., The approxima'ce :rna.gn.:i.tude of t.he 

straggl:ing is usefu1 9 for it casts some doubt on the range of Agll.l 

as calc·ula.ted In bombardments 2 and :3., If the m.ean range of the ma,58 

number III fragment is 3005 mg ll/ C!IJ2 as ,:!alculated from bombardm.ent.s 

No 0 4 and 5 ("mere straggling can have no effect) and the straggling 
2 . 

is 0.;47 ff',g/ em: 11 this means t,hat the effec:t of the straggling persists 

at distances somewhat smaller than 2058 mg/c:m2 from the sourcs o But 

the end of the control foils used in bombardments 2 and: l1e at 20702 

and 2.0754 mg/ err?- 0 Therefore it, is quite probable that '>he higher 

range values obtain.ed in. these cases are riot entirely due to the 

':xw{;ertainty but are 9 in part at least, due to the syst.ematiG e.rrol" 

in. the oalcula tions 0 

If \.fe select the figltre 15 percent as a reasonable value for the 

straggling, we can de'termine the mean range of !gill from the a.t.~tbi. ty 

da.ta obtai.ned from bombardments 2 and "'by conversely applying the 

method used above to estimate the straggling ft And we mow aIlS©! cort=> 

versely ~ tha.t the range so determined vli11 not be oV'ersensi tive to the 

"llDcertainty in 'the a~sllmed st:r-aggling parameter" The ranges calcula:too 

for .&glll on this basis are ~ 

bombardment 2 <= 

bol'l'l1lardment .3 .... 
"I 

.3 0078 ± 0020 mg Al/cm'" 

The correction proves to be sma.ll!f but it can be said that the a1xYtTe 

figcU'ei:i represent. a closer e.pproxim.a.tion of the true rar;:.ge 9 e~ren tho'ugh 

the 'Uncertainty in the figures is increased someWha't. o 



},. differenc~e ~bet.ween tlle range of Sn123 and Sn125 was not? d:ts"~' 

tinguisb.able" The case is unique in that~ sinee bot.h isotopes aTe 

present in. the same samples 9 a difference in range would be indica'ted 

.by a gradual shift in the Iralue for the normalized specific actiY:1.ty 

01' those saroples taken from the foils l)eyond the control fol19 eo:tri-=-

cident v.rith the change in the relati1Te abundance of the two isotopes" 

The method selected for tabulating the d.ata. was intended for this pllr= 

posee In the ord:i.nary, case the constan.cy of the normalized specific 
;~.t 

activi.ty was used as a b~ite~~ion for good data" Any change in the 

value other than normal:-'statistical fluctuation~ particularly a trend!, 

'!,/ould indicate an active impurity of different half=life and different 

rangee The method to.o~ l.ras quite sensitive" In the usual case~ the 

normalized. specifi.c act:i"lTi ty of a given sample was subj ect orily to 

statistical variatio1l 9 which is qui.te small if the activi.ty is aburida:n.t .. 

In the case of tin, a gradual increase in the normalized specific 

activity was expected as the 905 day Snl25 activity decayed outy lea:lT~ 

ing the 130 day Sn12,3 activity (presumably of longer range) predominant" 

The samples from the third foil, bei.ng much more radioactive than tho~e 

of the fourth foil!'offered the great.est opportunit,y for observing 

this shift~ No such trend -was observed, however" Unfortuna-te1Y9 ·the 

low activi.ty level of the 1:30 day Sn123 isotope gav'e rise to statistjx;a.l 

fluctuations larger than the magnitude of the expected shift" Since 

both isotopes were present in varying abundance for those a·::;tiv:Lty 

observations used in the range cal.culation, no distinction is made b~ 

tween the ranges of the two isotopJ,e species" 
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Recently Nelson, Ketelle, and Boyd18 have assi.gned the 905 day U .. TI. 
" . 

ad,i'\l'ity to mass number 125, where before it had been assigned to 

mass ll'!.ll1lber 12309,20 An observable difference between the range of 

the tvro isotopes could have been helpful in confirming this a:'3sigrunen:t o 

It has been mentioned that the observed decay properties of V~e 

tin ssrn.ples showed the presence of the 27.5 hour 8n121 isotope. The 

ra.:n,ge calculations referred to above were made using the activities 

obserlTed after the 27.5 hour activity ha.d decayed to a len! level.. No 

range is reported for this isotope because the associated soft 

p radiatl.on (0 0 38 mev)2l led to large errors due to differences i.n 

self absorption between the various samples o The case isa good exam-· 

pIe of the ad'l:rantago enjoyed from the method used in tabulating the 

data. A difference in self a.bsorption became apparent dur:l.ng tabula:t:i.on 

of the data from bombardment 4 by a trend in the difference between the 

speeific acti vi t::i.e9 of the two samples from the control foil. The 

deviation from the mean of the two was near 705 percent when the 

a(~tivity was predominantly that of the 27 .. 5 hour isotope, and diminished 

continually as the character of .the radiation changed to that of the. 

9.5 day isotope (2.33 mev fr').18 There after the difference remained 

constant except for the expected statistical variation. A dlfference 

between the self absorption of the two samples :was' not sm~prising sl.ne.e 

in this case the two sample weights were 4e4 and 8 .. 4 milligrams, a. 

difference of almost a factor of two. The changing di.fference betw€f.ln 

these two specific activities also. showed itself by a trend in the 

normalized specific activi.ties of the samples from thE: third foil, 

since these are normalized to that of the control foil.. This 
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obv-:tously could not be interpreted to J..ndicate a real difference be,," 

tW'!igen the ranges of the two isotopes 0 

The ranges measured in bombardment No 0 1 must be considered sep8:r~ 

ately from the other ranges measured since the uranium source used in 

that case was 19.7 percent thicker than that used in the later bom,~o 

bardments~ Also, as pointed out earlier, since one of the thin 

fo:1,1s (0.2 mg/cm2) was not used adjacent to the source in this si.ngul,8.r 

(~ase~ it is possible that the activity distribution within the control 

foil might be distorted somewhat. With reference to this distortion, 

hOi/ever, evidence compiled in the later bombardments, which utn.ized 

a 'thin foil adjacent to the source, indicate that its effect is not 

great. If the activity distribution curve were seriously distorted 

near the soUrce,. then one would expect the normalized specific s,o:;;ti.·\T1:ty 

of the first (very thin) foil to be different from the ratio of the 

thick..1'lesses of' the first and second foils. Not only so, but this·· 

difference would be systematic and persist in one direction. This was 

not the case, ho'ltrever. The last four bombardments showed that the 

mean normalized specific activity of the first foil was, on the average~ 

only 0 0 00.3 less than the ratio of the foil thicknesses; a figure t.hat 

ts meaningless, since the average deviation was ±0.006. 

From straggling considerations it is eXpected that the range f)f 

Ba140 already calculated from the data of bombardment 1 will be great,'BT 

the.n the true range. for the given source conditiono A correction for 

the straggling is complicated by the effect of the source thicknesE;o 

H01<lever, we might, as an approximation ll assume that the effect of the 

thicker source is such that it increases the straggling parameter 



aJ.rea.dy found for Bal4D by 19.7 percent.o Such a selection y whi.ch :1.5 

arbitrary to some extent, gives a straggling parameter of 0.47 rug Al/cm2 

for Ba140 for the conditions of bombardment No o 1" a'1d in conj1.mction 

',-rlth the observed activity ratio of the' first and second foils~ the 

mea'1 range can be calculated to be 2 .. 53.3 mg Al/cm2
o Again 'we expect, 

t.his figure to be subject to some additional uncertainty, but it 

represents a closer approximation to the mean range than that cal~ 

culated before. 

c. Corrections for Source Thickness 

Segr'e and VliegandlO have measured the relative stopping po"rers 

of aluminum, copper, silver, aild gold for fission .fragments produced 

by slow neutrons on uranium. Employing. an experimental arrangement 

similar to t..~at reported here, they measured the number of fission 

fragments that penetrated various thicknesses of the absorbers, and 

from their obseTVations were able to determine t.hat the relative 

stopping pOvlers remained constant throughout the range of the frag~ 
. , . 

ments. On the basis of their results they est~ated the stopping 

pO'\·rer of uranium relative to aluminum, and 1"'ere able to confirm this 

estilnated value by comparing the ranges of the fission fragments ilk 

the two media. These experiments treated the entire group of fission 

fragments 8:8 an entity, hOi'/ev'er, and their results indicate the s'mrrm,a-

tion of the effects of all the individual fragments, leaving the pos;·~ 

sibilit,y that an individual fragment might give different results 0 

" Suzor 9:) also using an experil'nental arrangement siPuilar to that des~ 

eribed here, has measured the stopping pOifers of aluminum, copper, 
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sibrer 9 and gold for the specific fission fragment of mass number 979 

as determined by chemical separation of Z:r97. The stopping power:2'. 

'were compared over the first eighty percent of the range" His results 

were in close agreement with those of Segre and lfiegand o T:he mass 

number 97 is considerably lighter than the average for fission frag= 

ments from slow neutronfission~ Rather it is near the average for 

the light group commonly represented by mass number 950 That the 

relative stopping powers of these metals for fragments of mass num

ber 97 is the same as that for all fission fragments, carries the 

inference that the relative stopping powers cannot be sensitive to 

the mass of the fragment; at least for this experimental arran.gement o 

This observation can be used as a basis for the belief that the same 

is true for the metal uranium. The observation by Segre and 

1-liegand that the stopping power of aluminum is 304 times that or 

uranium seems applicable to the present case and source corrections 

'Vlere made on this basis • 

The mean ranges determined previously from the data of bombard·~ 

ments 2 through 5 Here ,{eighted, using statistical methods, according 

to the uncertainty and averaged, and are shown listed in Table 60 Also 

sholm are the ranges determined from bombardment 10 The equi valen~e 

of one-half the thickness of the source was added and the values so 

obtained were rounded to three significant figureso The uncertainty 

involved ~ms rounded to the next highest single significant figure to 

a).lo,? for uncertainties involved in the source correction. Th-roughout 

the calculations the uncertainties were tabulated as the average "lTru:lle 

of the uncert.ainty, and Here computed and combined using statistieaJ. 
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Isotope 
Studied 

Ba140 

Sn123:-125 

Cd1l5 

!gill 

s;I;'91 

Sr89 

Ba140 

Sr91 
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Tab.l"l 6 

Weighted Average One Half of 
of Uncorrected Equivalent 
Mean Ranges from Source 
Bmbdts. 2 - 5 Thickness 
Mg Al/cm2 Hg A1/cm2 

2.627 ± .011 00135 

2.815 ±.033 0.135 

2.998 ± 0013 0.135 

3.067 ± .014 0.135 

3.634 ± .025 0 .. 135 

3 .. 634 ± .011 0.135 

From Bombardment 1 

2.533 ± .048 

3.525 + 0029 ... 

Corrected 
Mea.n·Ran~e 
MgAl/cm 

2076 ± 002 

2.95 ± 004 

3013 ± .. 02 

3 .. 20 ± .02 

3.77 ± .03 

3.77 ± .02 

2070 ± .05 

3.69 ± .03 

Final Mean Range Values 

Ba140 = 2.75 ± .02 mg A1/cm2 

Sn123-125 = 2.95 ± 004 " 

Cdl15 = 3013~± .02 fI 

Agil1 

Sr91 

Sr89 

= 3020 ± .. 02 

= 3.73 ± .03 

::: 3 .. 77 ± 002 

II 

" 
II 
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methods~ so that the final liBted uncertainty differs inappreciably 

from the probable error. 

The results obtained for the ranges associated ,-lith Ba140 and 

Sr91 from bombardment I are now comparable with the averages from the 

other bombardments. The case of Ba140 shows good agreement. However g 

the two values obtained for Sr91 show a difference slightly larger than 

the probable error, but this was not considered significanto 

Weighted averages were trucen in both cases to represent the most 

probable values. 

Do Discussion of Results 

Comparison of the ranges reported here with those previously 

reported is difficult in the exact sense. Previous work is concerned 

almost entirely with slow neutron fission mlich must, of course 9 be 

confined to fissionable nuclei other than u238
0 Comparison therefore 

cannot be continedto narrow limitso 

The ranges associated with eight different fission fragments from 

slow neutron_fission of U235 studied by Finkle~ Hoagland, Katcoff' 9 

and Sugarman6 are shown plotted in Figure 8 along with the ranges. 

reported here. Agreement is obtained i.n the cases of Ba140 and Sr8'9 

but generally the ranges shown for the slol,;}' neutron. fission fragments 

. are observed to be the longer ranges. Unfortunately, as pointed out 

by Katcoff,l these reported results are not accurate because it was 

later found that the method used to measure the foil thickness ~as 

not reliable. Also these results were based on only a s.ingle experi

ment, and no test was made for reproducability. Consequently, this 
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comparison of results tells us littleo 

A more sjgllificant comparison can be made from the ranges reported 

by Katcoff" Miskel, and Stanleyl after their extensive study of the 

.• slow neutron fission fragments from Pu239 0 A comparative plot shoYing 

the mean ranges reported by these workers is shown in Figure 9p and 

it immediately becomes apparent that the present ranges associ.ated Yith. 

high energy fission are consistently the shorter ranges by some four 

or five percent over the region of fragments studied. 

The uncertainty involved in the work of Katcoff, ~ alo, wa~ 

approximately 1.5 percent, although the ranges were measured in air 

and some systematic error may have been introduced in the conversion. 

to the equivalent rfuiges in almninum. It is of interest to note 

therefore, that the plutonium fission fragment ranges agree qui.te 

well Yith those reported by Suzor5 for the three fission products, 

Zr97, Mo99, and Te132, produced by slow neutron fission of U235, 

and which were measured in aluminum. Also it is significant to note 

that Suzor's exper~ents employed a technique quite similar to that 

described in this report •. Comparison of the kinetic energies of the 

fra@nents associated with both of the parent nuclei is made possible 

by the r~cently reported work of Brunton and Thompson,2 and Brunton 

and Hanna,22 who have made an extensive study of the kinetic energy 

of the fragments by ionization chamber techniques. The most probable 

total kinetic energy is dependent upon the mass distribution of the 

fragments and comparison was made considering this. From Brunton and 

Thompson it can be determined that the most probable total kinetic 

energy for the fragment combination that will produce a fragment, of 
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mas~ 97 is 158 mev. From consideration of conservation of linear 

-momentum, the most probable energy associated with the fragment of 

mass 97 is 94 mev. By similar considerations the following values 

vrere obtained for the mpst probable kinetic energy associated with 

certain fr~ents: 

mass 97 from U235 + n -- 92.5 mev 

mass 97 from fu239 + n ---94 mev 

mass 132 from U23", -l .. n --- 72 mev 

mass 132 from Pu239 + n --- 75.5 mev 

Thus the. kinetic energies associated with the slow neutron fission of 

Pu239 are some 2 1/2 mevgreater than those associated with fission 

of u2J5~ which corresponds to some 1 1/2 percent difference in range o 

This difference is lost in the uncertainties involved in making the 

comparison. Further evidence of the ra.'1ges of slow neutron fission 

fragments is supplied by Bpggild, Minnhagen, and Nielson23 who measured 

the ranges of the light and heavy groups of fragments from U235 in a 
, 

cloud chamber. Their reported ranges of 1.95 and 2.54 cm of air were 

associated with the most probable fission masses of 139 and 940' The 
2 '," 

'ralues converted to mgAl/cm' agree quite well 'with those already quoted 0 

For the purposes at hand we can consider the ranges measured by Katcoff~ 

et ale, and by Suzor as representative of those associated with slow 

neutron fission in the general sense. The observation that the ranges 

measured here are some four to five percent shorter than those assocl.= 

ated with slow neutron fission remains. 

Systematic error is one possibility for this observed differenl::.e. 

The most probable cause for such error is in the corrections applied 
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for the source thickne~ssAppreciable amounts of oxide in the source 

would have caused error in the observed direction. Variation in the 

source thickness would produce some small effects The conversion 

factor used to determine the thickness of aluminum equivalent to that 

of the uranium source, also could contribute to a systematic error o 

Hmvever, the correction made for source thickness was only a four per

cent correction and ;i.n order to account for the difference observed 

this \vouJ,.d have to be off by a factor of two, which seems a little 

unreasonable •. 

In connection with this, it has ,been observed that the straggling 

associated with the ranges fowd here amounts to about 15 percent of 

tl1e melUl range. This can be compared to the average value of --.7 1/2 per·~, 

cent detennined from the differences between the mean and extrapolated 

ranges reported by KatcOff,l ~ al., who were able to use a thinner 

source; viz. "-0.1 mg/crr?-. This increased straggling may appear 

excessive at first, but there are consi'derations other than just that 

of source thickness which can account fcy· this: (1) it is reccgnized21",25 

that high energy fission is preceeded by the evaporation of nuclear 

particles from the bombarded nucleus so that there is an inherent 

randomness not only in the charge (Z) of the fragments of given mass~ 

but also in the charge and mass of the nuclei from which the fragments 

~e derived, and therefore one expects a greater energy 

spread within a set of isobars; (2) this increased energy spread is 

exaggerated by the statistical nature of the stopping by electron and 

nuclear collisions; (3) with the experimental arrangement used 1 the 

fragments collected in the foils were subjeet to a spread in energy 
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causEd by varying degrees of momentum exchange tnth the particles of 

the beam. A quantitative estimate of the total effect of these con-

siderations is difficult at the present time, but an increase in the 

straggling by a factor of t1.".0 does not instinctively seem inconsistent ~ 

'If we do not associate the observed difference between the mean 

ranges of low and high energy fission products to systematic error 9 

then we must conclude that some difference in the probable kinet1.c 

energy exis~s. 

Bohr,26 from theoretical considerations, has developed a relation 

which makes it possiple to detel~ne how much energy is associated with 

this difference in range. Clearly our interest is concerned t.li th the 

initial portion of the range where, as Bohr observed, the stopping is 

predominantly due to electron interaction. For the purpose of t.he in-

vestigation tHO fragments were chosen of masses 95 and 139 in accOJ."'(lance 

with the most probable masses from slow neutron fission of uranium.27 

This made it possible to associate the most probable kinetic energies 

of 94.5 and 60.2 mev, reported by Brunton and Hanna,22 with the light 

and heavy fragments. The effective charge of both fission fragments 

was selected as 21 electron charges from the work reported by Lasseno 28 

Using Bohr's formula, operative over the initial portion of the rru1ge 

the values obtained for the ~ate of ener~J loss were: 

- dE(light particle) = 45 mevfrlgAl/cm2 
dX 

- ~~(heavy particle) = 58 mev/l-1gAl/cm2 

In Figure 9 the curve for the slo\{ neutron fission :fragment ranges is 

shown displaced dot~1ward by 0 0 14 mg Al/cm2, and indicates, to a fair 
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approximation at least, that the distance 0~14 mg Al/am2 can be used 

as an average difference between the observed sets of ranges.. Thus 

the differences in kinetic ener~J can be calculated to be: 

llE(light fragment) = 6 .. 3 mev 

llE(heavy fragment) = 8 0 0 mev 

llE Total = 14 mev 

The rate of energy loss does not, as supposed above, remain con~ 

stant over the small portion of the range considered. Rather it de-

creases as the fragment Slov1S down, so that the energy calculated 

above is too high by a small amount. This was partially taken into 

account by the selection of the compromise figure 21 to represent the 

effective charge of the fragments 0 Lassen's experiments with argon 

gas28 show the charge to be somewhat higher than this at the very 

beginning of the range and that it decreases with the distance 

traveled by the fragment. Indeed,Lassen also shot,I'S the charges 

of the two fragments to be different, but this difference is small 
l· 

over the portion of the range considered here.. The values obtained 

for the rate of energy loss are, therefore, near to the average values 

expected for this portion of the range, and the sb: to eight me'v 

difference in energy is representative of the observed difference be~ 

tween the" ti-TO sets of fission fragment ranges. 

Jungerman and VTright3 have measured~ by ionization chamber tech

nique, the kinetic energy associated with fission fr8{,'lllents of U238 

when bombarded with 90 ± 26 mev neutrons o They have found a single 

peak distribution corresponding to symmetrical fission tilth a most 

probable kinetic energy of 80 ± 2 mev.. Assuming binary fissioll l1 



which is most probable 9 the most probable total kinetic energy is 

160 mev' compared to 154 mev for slow neutron fission of U235
9 whic.h 

these experlinentors used as a standard 0 This result is no't:, by it

self contradictorJr to the observed difference in range reported here 

for two reasons~ (1) the mass distribution of the products from 

hJ.gh energy fission is shifted toward the lighter mass numbers, 

(2) fission 'iY 90 mev neutrons is not necessarily equivalent to 

fislsion by 335 ~nev protons" Goeckerman and Perlman24 have sho'ii1.l1 

that the mass distribution of the fission products formed from, 

bismuth by 190 mev deuterons can be explained by postulating tha't 

10 neutrons are evaporated from the compound nucleus before fission 

occurs" Youngerman and Wright) have pointed out that their results 

are not inconsistent with the concept that the excited compound 

nucleus evaporates neutrons until fission can effectively compete 

with the neutron emission" It seems reasonable to allow that? on 

the average? 335 mev protons will excite the initially bombarded 

nucleus to higher energy levels than will 90 mev protons, so that 

t,he evaporation process will be prolonged before the nucleus becomes 

cool enough to fission" 

The decrease in range observed here need not be associated 

vlith a decrease in the total kinetic energy of the fission process? 

for ,a fragment of a given mass would be expected to receive a less 

proportionate share of the total kinetic energy if the other con

stituent of the fragment pair is of lighter mass" From considerat,ion 

of the conservation of linear mementum~ this decrease in the kineti0 

energy for a fragment of mass nlmber AI, can be shown to be: 
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LlEl 
A-Al A-Al-N 

= E -X- - E A-N 

"mere E is the total kinetic energy assumed the 9ame for the fission 

process both "dth and ~dthout the evaporation efN neutrons from a 

compound nucleus of mass nU!llber A. If we assume that the total 

kinetic energy in the case of fission by 335 mev protons is the 

sam(;3 as that fo;r fissiOi.. by slow neutrons, viz: 155 mev,22 we find 

the value of N necessary to ~ccount for the energy differences, al-

ready determined by the Bohr equation, is 22 in the case of the 

light fragment (Al = 95) and is 19 .. 5 in the case of the heavy frag

ment (Al = 139). One could interpret the results plotted in Figure 9 

to indicate that the difference between the two sets of ranges shown 

there is somewhat less for the lighter mass numbers and some,'mat 

larg~r for the hE?avier mass numbers than the average value of 

0.14 mgAl/cm2 used above to estimate the energy differences involved. 

If this were considered the values for N found above would be in 

closer agreement. However, the disagreement cannot be considered 

serious, consid~ring the simplifications used,'and¥e :can conclude that 

the shorter ranges observed here are consistent 'With no change in the 

total kinetic energy of the fission process if SOIne 20 neutrons are 

evaporated from,the compoUnd nucleus. 

,; However the likelihood of a decreased total 'kinetic energy 

must also be considered, for it is conceivable t}lata. highly excited 

compound ,nucleus can produce such an effect. As suggested by Folger 

and Stevenson,15 and by Yamaguchi,25 theevaPb~ati~n "process need 

not be confined to neutrons alone for, if the nucleus is excited to 
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energy levels sufficiently higher than the potential barriers!, protons 

or alpha particles (or both) can also be emitted o Thus the residual 

nucleus is moved downward approximately along the packing fraction 

curve until it becomes cool enough for fission to occur, and when 

fission does occUr the total energy associated with the process is 

correspondingly decreased o 

In the case of slow neutron fission it has been observed that9 

to a first approximation, the kinetic energy of the fragments is 

consistent idth that derived only from thecoulomh-repulsion of two 

charged particleso29 Since it is suggested above that the kinetic 

energy of the fragments is dependent upon the charge (Z) of the 

fissioning nucleus, this same treatment might be expected to cast. 

some light on the nature of this nucleuso If the two. fragments are 

spherical in shape and with uniformly distributed charge, then for 

the case of symmetrical fission we have: 

(Z/2)2e2 
E= 
. 2ro(A/~)1/3 

-i~ere Z and.A are the atomic number and mass number of the fissioning 

nucleus, and the radius of each assumed sphere is R "" ro(A/2)1/:3; TO 

being a constant o If we compare the ratio of the most probable total 

kinetic energy for 335 mev fission (E.H) to that for slow neutron 

fission (En) we have~ 

E.H '" (~): I ~1l/3 
En Zn l. H 

where the ratio (VAH)1/3 will be only very slightly greater than 

unity. The ratio of charges _iLll not be too sensitive to any reasonable 



value chosen for En so long as we select the value of EHas 14, mS'if less 

than En in accordance with the observed difference in ranges for the 

two cases o Using 92 as the charge of the fissioning nucleus in the 

slow neutron case, and 155 mev for the value of En we get: 

ZH = 8705 

vIe have then that the shorter ranges observed here can be 

explained by either one of two mechanisms: (1) that the total 

kinetic energy is the same as that associated with slm., neutron 

fission but that some 20 neutrons are evaporated from the com-

pound nucleus; (2) that the total kinetic energy is lowered by the 

evaporation of some 'four or five protons from the excited bombarded 

nucleus 0 In view of the theoretical considerations submitted by 

Yamaguchi25 it seems quite r~asonable to believe that both mechanisms 

are contributing here, and one can, for example, select 12 neutrons 

and 2 protons evaporated as a plausible compromise~ Such a selection 

would satisfy the energy requirements for the range considerations 

noted here, and would also appear quite 'reasonable in accordance wj:th 

the findings of Yamaguchio 

Approximate estimates by Folger and Stevenson, based on the 

individual yields observed for the products from the fission of 

uranium by 340 mev protons, have placed the most probable fissioning 

nucleus in the region of Z ~ 89 to 919 A = 230 to 2350 
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FIGURE I: SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT 
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FIGURE 3: 

BOMBARDMENT NO. I 
PLOT OF ACTIVITY PER FOIL VS. FOIL NUMBER . 
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AGURE 4: BOMBARDMENT NO. 2 
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FIGURE 5: MEAN RANGES OF FISSION FRAGMENTS 
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FIGURE 6: ACTIVITY DISTRIBUTION- TWO FOIL SCHEME 
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FIGURE 7: EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEM'ENT 
TARGET ASSEMBLY FOR 184INCH 
CYCLOTRON EXPERIMENTS 
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FIGURE 8: MEAN RANGES OF FISSION FRAGM ENTS 
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FIGURE 9: MEAN RANGE CF FISSION FRAGMENTS 
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